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+ Photoshop
+ Illustrator
+ After Effects
+ Adobe Animate
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+ Storyboard Pro
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+ 2D Animation
+ Storyboarding
+ Concept Development
+ Motion Design
+ Drawing & Illustration
+ Advanced Dog Petting
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Worked with a pipeline of producers, 
animators and designers to create projects 
for the studios clients. 
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Worked directly with show runners and 
art director in order to create storyboards,
animations, and character designs for the project.
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Responsible for storyboarding, rough 
animation, inbetweens, clean up, and color 
on various commercial spots and shows.
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Selected through SCAD CLC in collaboation 
with the Hawn Founation to create an 
educational animatimated short film. 
Was animation supervisor of Owl.                 

Collaborated with a team in order to create a 
1:30 minute film in a 24 hour competition. 
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Created and directed a short 3 min film from 
concept completetion for my senior thesis. 
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